
of Gilmour an4 a book is toexamiac &he aole wJIIUa Ill-"' 
ofthe supea visor or line manager- the marJinal rnanaaer- aQd to~ 
~ iD tbat 10Je. have always somelbias of fh1 poor 

Studying managers aad esecutives may Jive tile rea.-vller a of 
to &he inner sanctuaries of corporate power and decision-makiaa. a veaeer of aJ.amour 

....... Stud:yiD1 workers may open up a whole organisational couaterculture aa4 a 
or ....... • of comlllianeat and control ill the 
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techr.•t 
there ate 
Programme in the USA. Volvo's 
general review of the ove1seas 
1970s propamme of dta411 
plant. an industrial relatione IIJI.I 
Newman Mining Company. 8JOtq) 
new systems of work OIJ&nisadcm at 
comprises over half of tile boot &llif 
impact of specific change programmes oa 
in many of these cases working with 
supervisor was often only oae of 
changes in supervisory JOles is 111111 

Part 3 of the book. "Conelusimls", 
case studies of Part 2. some atHIJ 
manage1s in the context of 
supervisory role is reiterated and auPII"'fsoty 
contexts and structures. and to the overattl!· rq: 
of the general impact oftechttoloafeaL 
industrial relations practice at the shop- level. 
the specific impacts of these changes remeia 

will continue to lessen the direct pariicipation of 1a1HJW 
machine power continues to replace people. nil 
of the first-line· managers or result in an expansion of dleir 

Overall, then. the book is a bit of a mishmash. It is,... 
roles but rather an attempt to scratch together frum the 
some analysis of changes in those roles. That 
shallows of an inadequate primary data base, 
uncharted waters but never quite making it The old 
should perhaps be reversed in this case. The dus~ 
precariously balanced man on a tightrope gendy feeling a• 
rope is not anchored at either end and its support is 

The strengths of the book lie in its useful summary 
supervision, in some of its case study descriptions, and In 

John Deeks 
University of Auckland 

Nicholson, Marjorie The TUC overseas: the roots of policy ADea 
US$45.00 

This text has a particularly involved set of themes to explore. 
emerge as: the relations between the British TUC and the 
colonies from about 1900; the relations between the TUC 
socialist and communist groupings from about 1900 to the 
relations between the TUC and governments (both Q1.t and ~ 
stress the involved nature of the book because, althoup Ms 
writer, the density of the material does require cousidera'ble ~ 

Of general interest to students oflabour history is the accouat 
to requests for help and advice from budding labour 
the Indian Empire and the West Indies. The author 
the TUC had of existing conditions in the Imperial 
were taken to overcome this ignorance. She also sho\fS the 
fraternally helpful detachment. Requests for aid and ad'Vice 
limits of the TUC's powers and finances but atte1npts at~n~ 
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declined by the General Council. The discussion of the TUC"s involvement with the nascent 
Indian labour movement is of interest to more than students of labour history. Ms Nicholson 
shows in depth the conflicts engendered between the British labour movemenfs sympathy for 
Indian aspirations for independence and recognition that Congress was primarily a middle
aged grouping. including segments of Indian employers. The class composition of the 
National Congress raised the question of whether the TUC should concentrate on helping 
Indian workers even where this meant conflict with the issue of Indian independence. 

The treatment of the Tuc·s dealings with the USSR and the RILU (Profintern) 
organisation of trade unions is interesting as a comment on the tangled state of USSR 
diplomacy between the 2 World Wars. It emerges as a clash between 2 totally opposed 
concepts of trade unionism. The essentially Leninist RILU saw the unions as training grounds 
for revolutionary cadres and subservient to the political parties of the Third International. 
The TUC. despite its close ties with the British Labour Party. traditionally kept a policy 
distinction between bread and butter trade union issues and explicitly political activity. This 
reviewer was reminded (perhaps not too fancifully) of the difference in attitudes between the 
church of the early Christians who believed the second coming to be imminent. and those of 
the Catholic Church of the high middle ages. 

From a specifically New Zealand standpoint. Chapter 6 is probably of most interest. It 
deals with the period of Sidney Webb (Lord Passfield) at the Colonial Office in the second 
Labour government under Ramsay MacDonald. The author is clearly incensed at what 
she sees as Webb"s apparent belief that emerging unions in places like the West Indies should 
be subject to compulsory registration (page 179) and this reflects Ms Nicholson's acceptance 
of the legal/structural tradition of British trade unionism as it developed after the period of 
1867-71. which emphasised voluntary unionism as the legal basis for registration and 
membership: a tradition which contrasts with the IC & A in New Zealand. originated by 
Pember Reeves. a long term associate of Sidney and Beatrice Webb. 

There are 2 heroes in this book. One is Earnest Bevin. creator of the Transport and General 
Workers' Union and eventually UK Foreign Secretary. The other (to whom the book is 
dedicated) is the late Walter Citrine. an organiser of genius who managed to combine 
bureaucratic efficiency with a profound humanitarianism. 

Although this review has stressed the effort required to absorb this book. I would suggest 
that students of comparative labour studies will find th(3 effort worthwhile. The issues 
discussed are still very much alive not only in third world countries but much nearer home. A 
final caveat. the reviewer found having on hand Henry Pclling's History of British trade 
unionism (Pelican Books) a useful aide memoire for the early period covered in the book. 

P Henderson 
University of Otago 
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